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Unlike an alleged airburst over TeH [1], for the 1908
Tunguska event:  (1) 'meteor' airburst  was not con-
firmed [2, 3]; destructions trees in the epicentre indi-
cated ground ruptures since on open places remained
unaffected 150-years  groves;  the underground fire,
conforming to the natural gases outlet, had T=600°C
[4], (2) Ir anomaly [1] was refuted [5] (a small incre-
ase was of industrial origin [6]),  (3) shocked quartz
[1] was found only as ancient, not 1908 year [7], (4)
nanodiamonds had no meteor/impact origin [8], (5)
the airburst simulation by [9], used in [1], was incor-
rect: the vapor jet could not spread east of the Tun-
guska epicentre since no airglows were in this area
[4], (6) the melted Fe-Si spherules (GEMs) was not
found in micrometeoroids [10], (7) the 500 deers [1]
did not burn/die: Evenks called bags of flour 'deers'.
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